6B KEY TELEPHONE SYSTEM
DIALOG* INTERCOM SYSTEM

1. GENERAL

1.001 This addendum supplements Section 518-411-100, Issue 1. Place this pink sheet ahead of Page 1 of the section.

1.002 This addendum is issued to:

- Add additional power requirement information
- Add a Caution on the use of 2A transmitter-receiver adjuncts with the 6B Key Telephone System (KTS).

2. CHANGES TO SECTION

2.001 On Page 9, under Optional Features, revise the Note in the fourth bullet to read as follows:

**Note:** The 6B KTS requires a maximum of 0.35 ampere at 24 Vdc and 0.17 ampere at 10 Vac for the first 6 stations plus 0.04 ampere for each additional station. As a guideline for considering additional power requirements, installations under 25 stations should not require any supplementary power.

Installations greater than 25 stations must be treated on an individual basis depending on the spare power available from the associated key system.

2.002 On Page 11, at the end of paragraph 3.06, add the following Note:

**Note:** As a guideline for considering additional power requirements, installations under 25 stations should not require any supplementary power. Installations greater than 25 stations must be treated on an individual basis depending on the spare power available from the associated key system.

2.003 On Page 15, following paragraph 3.15, add the following Caution:

**Caution:** 2A transmitter-receivers used with the 6B KTS must bear a manufacture date of May 1978 or later. Earlier manufactured models will cause customer complaints of low volume.

* Trademark of AT&TCo.
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